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Image-Guided Radiotherapy of Lung CancerCRC Press, 2007

	Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in the United States, but IGRT (image guided radiation therapy) offers the possibility of more aggressive and enhanced treatments. The only available source on the subject that emphasizes new imaging techniques, and provides step-by-step treatment guidelines for lung cancer, this source helps...
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SAP Implementation Unleashed: A Business and Technical Roadmap to Deploying SAPSams Publishing, 2009

	SAP can help you capture better information and deliver it more quickly, allowing you to make better decisions and maximize the business value of everything you do. However, SAP implementations require massive effort, total buy-in, and significant change throughout the organization. In SAP Implementation Unleashed,...
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Xcode 3 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Apple’s new Xcode 3 is the most powerful Mac development suite ever created. In Xcode 3 Unleashed, renowned Mac developer Fritz Anderson has written the definitive guide to making the most of Xcode 3 to build any Macintosh or iPhone application.
 

Anderson leads you through a...
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Unix Unleashed (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
Using Solaris 8 and Linux 7.1 as their reference flavors, Robin Anderson and Andy Johnston (as well as a slew of contributors) show how to be a system administrator--and get all sorts of other work done--in the fourth edition of Unix Unleashed. Significantly different from its predecessors, this book stays generally clear of very basic...
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Troubleshooting Optical Fiber Networks, First Edition : Understanding and Using Optical Time-Domain ReflectometersAcademic Press, 2004
Two of us (Anderson and Bell) wrote the fi rst edition of this book,
titled Optical Time-Domain Refl ectometry, published in 1997. At the time
we were engineers at Tektronix, in the company’s Cable and Network
Analysis Division. In 1997, Tektronix was a major producer of optical
time-domain refl ectometers (OTDRs), and our...
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Dreaming in Code: Two Dozen Programmers, Three Years, 4,732 Bugs, and One Quest for Transcendent SoftwareCrown, 2007
Our civilization runs on software. Yet the art of creating it  continues to be a dark mystery, even to the experts, and the greater our  ambitions, the more spectacularly we seem to fail.
  

Big software projects regularly crash and burn--just ask the FBI and the  IRS, the Pentagon and the FAA, or any decent-size corporation. The...
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Automata Theory with Modern ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2006
'Anderson's book gives an excellent, clearly written account of automata theory.' SIAM Review     

       Recent applications to biomolecular science and DNA computing have created a new audience for automata theory and formal languages. This is the only introductory book to cover such applications. It begins with a clear and readily...
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Creating a Data-Driven OrganizationO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What do you need to become a data-driven organization? Far more than having big data or a crack team of unicorn data scientists, it requires establishing an effective, deeply-ingrained data culture. This practical book shows you how true data-drivenness involves processes that require genuine buy-in across your company, from analysts...
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Object-Oriented System DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 1993
Object-oriented (OO) programming has a growing number of converts. Many people believe that object orientation will put a dent in the software crisis. There is a glimmer of hope that OO software development will become more like engineering. Objects, whatever they are now, may become for software what nuts, bolts and beams are for construction...
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Digital Da Vinci: Computers in the Arts and SciencesSpringer, 2014

	“Science is art,” said Regina Dugan, senior executive at Google and former director of DARPA. “It is the process of creating something that never exists before. ... It makes us ask new questions about ourselves, others; about ethics, the future.” This second volume of the Digital Da Vinci book series leads the...
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Technical Communication: A reader-centered approach, 8th EditionWadsworth Publishing, 2013

	Thousands of students have successfully improved their writing and design skills using Anderson's TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: A READER-CENTERED APPROACH. Known for its treatment of the rhetorical situation and coverage of usefulness and persuasion, this edition renews the focus on the reader-centered approach and includes new learning...
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The Mathematical Theory of Cosmic Strings (Series in High Energy Physics, Cosmology and Gravitation)Taylor & Francis, 2002
Anderson provides a comprehensive summary and review of the mathematical theory of cosmic strings. The subject is not in a state of rapid change so the book is up to date and it is likely to remain so for some time. Although the book is technical and requires a strong mathematical background and an interest in differential geometry, it is well...
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